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A new developer for the JXD console !

Hi All,

I got months ago, both JXD 601 and 5110 android consoles. Those Chinese consoles are really suitable for  emulation,
better than any other android devices. 

After months of idleness, i found enough motivation to compile several existing emulators for android.  

I've the pleasure to announce that i will most likely port several of my previous emulator ports to android (for JXD) in a
very near future.

Cheers,                   Zx

 Posted by zx-81 in JXD at 19:42

why do you not bought a casio fx-cg10 by 99$ and port for it a emu?
    prizm on Oct  4 2012, 21:55

Hi,

Kidding ?  Because the JXD is 1000 times better than all console i've seen up to now to port emulators and games, and it cost me
less than 80$. 

Cheers,        Zx
    zx-81 on Oct  4 2012, 23:18

yes, this console isnt android? 
android gb/nes, etc... emulators doesnt work on it? or you will port ti/hp emus, etc, adapt screen resolutions, mapping keyboard,etc...

and im not kidding 
    prizm on Oct  5 2012, 00:38

Hi Prizm,

Yes you're right, this console runs android, but it has also pads and buttons like a PSVita or PSP that are not really well supported on
several emu. All emulators ports from Robert Boglia, can already be configured to work well on a JXD, but there are many others, as
you mention, that i would be pleased to port and this console.

Cheers,         Zx
    zx-81 on Oct  5 2012, 08:04

no more programs for caanoo?
    aki  on Oct 30 2012, 18:12

Hi Aki,

If you have any idea on something to port to caanoo, please let me know, i would have a look on it. The caanoo is still a very
attractive console imo.

Cheers,           Zx
    zx-81 on Nov  1 2012, 10:05
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